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Analog of surface preroughening in a two-dimensional lattice Coulomb gas

Santi Prestipino*
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Elaborating on previous theoretical treatments of the roughening transition, I provide the exact mapping of
a surface model which undergoes both roughening and preroughening onto a mixture of unit and double
charges living on the square lattice. Depending on the model parameters, the preroughening transition of the
surface can be either continuous or discontinuous. Using the surface temperature as a control parameter, the
dual Coulomb gas accordingly undergoes two consecutive phase transitions through equilibrium phases whose
dielectric behavior is analyzed in terms of Monte Carlo simulation and exact finite-size calculations. Right at
the preroughening point of the surface model, the charged mixture behaves like an electric insulator~provided
preroughening is second order!, while showing metallic behavior below and above that temperature, at least up
to the roughening temperature where the conventional metal-insulator transition occurs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermal disordering~i.e., roughening! of a crystal surface
is usually described within the solid-on-solid~SOS! approxi-
mation. Two regimes are thus identified, separated by a c
cal value,TR, of the temperatureT. For T,TR, the surface
is smooth or flat, being pinned to a definite crystal pla
aboveTR, thermal excitations in the form of surface ste
cause the delocalization of the surface which in turn fre
wanders in space like a Gaussian interface. After the pion
ing work of Chui and Weeks@1#, roughening is believed, a
a two-dimensional~2D! phase transition, to be in th
Kosterlitz-Thouless~KT! universality class~together with
the XY model, 2D melting, and the neutral lattice Coulom
gas, just to mention only a few 2D statistical models th
exhibit this kind of criticality!.

It was only in the late 1980s that Den Nijs and Romme
provided a concrete example of a critical precursor of rou
ening, called preroughening~PR! @2,3#. Its promoting
mechanism is an effective repulsion betweenparallel surface
steps~i.e., both up or both down! which could shift rough-
ening up in temperature, enough to unveil PR. Starting fr
the PR temperatureTPR, the surface gets disordered just
the first layer, due to proliferation of up and down ste
which, however, will retain a strict up-down order all th
way up toTR. As a result, in the event of PR, the surfa
remains flat belowTR, although its outermost layer is hal
occupied forT.TPR @the intermediate phase between P
and roughening is called the disordered-flat~DOF! phase#.

As yet, the only unanimously recognized experimental
alization of the preroughening-roughening scenario is fou
in the fcc~111! surface of rare-gas crystals@4#. In spite of
this, PR still continues to arouse curiosity and theoreti
interest for its amazing properties. For instance, Monte C
simulation @5#, renormalization-group@6#, and mean field
theory @7# indicate that the PR point is an isolated po
outside the rough phase where the interface width diverge
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the infinite-size limit~at least, as long as PR is continuou!.
Moreover, it seems plausible that, in rare-gas surfaces,
~first-order! PR transition jointly occurs with the onset o
surface melting@8#. Anyway, at present there is no clear ev
dence that the PR phenomenon is of any relevance to u
constructed metal surfaces, although the experimental s
and/or long equilibration times in atomistic simulation
could easily prevent the observation of a DOF-phase sep
tion @9#.

The present work somewhat deviates from the ma
stream, in that it deals with a purely theoretical question.
mentioned above, Chui and Weeks were able to prove
roughening is an~infinite-order! KT phase transition by ex-
actly mapping the discrete-Gaussian SOS model onto
neutral lattice Coulomb gas~CG! model. In particular, while
the metallic phase of the CG model is in a corresponde
with the smooth phase of the surface, the insulating phas
the counterpart of the rough phase. In this respect, the q
tion naturally arises as to whether a system of charges e
which undergoes a further phase transition~other than the
common metal-insulator one! having the features of PR. Th
answer, see the details in the Appendix, is affirmative. I w
able to devise a SOS model with both PR and roughen
which can be exactly mapped onto a version of the C
model. As a result, also the DOF phase of a surface will g
a precise translation into the language of electric charge

The outline of this paper is the following. In Sec. II
suitably deformed sine-Gordon SOS model is introduced,
which the existence of PR and roughening is proved. Th
in Sec. III, the mapping of this model onto a CG model
developed, and the phase diagram of the latter is fu
worked out. The structure of the various phases is ma
argued from the value of the dielectric constant and from
statistics of isolated and bound charges. Next, I give a s
mary of the main conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. THE SOLID-ON-SOLID MODEL: PHASE DIAGRAM

A. Motivation

In Ref. @1#, the discrete-Gaussian~DG! SOS model and
the 2D neutral lattice CG model are shown to be mutua
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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SANTI PRESTIPINO PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021602 ~2002!
dual, in that their partition functions are simply proportion
to each other even though the temperature scales are
verted. In particular, surface roughening and the me
insulator transition on a 2D lattice are nothing but differe
representations of the same critical phenomenon. The Ha
tonian of the DG model reads

HDG5J (
^x,y&

~hx2hy!2, ~1!

for integer-valued heights defined on, say, the square lat
The sum in Eq.~1! is over all distinct pairs of neighboring
lattice sites andJ measures the positive cost of a step e
ment. Both the site coordinates and the surface heights
hereafter taken to be dimensionless, i.e., given in terms
suitable in-plane and off-plane lattice constants, in suc
way thatJ sets the energy scale.

Following the lesson of Ref.@2#, one could naively think
to induce the stabilization of the DOF phase in the DG mo
by simply adding a suitable next-nearest-neighbor~NNN!
Gaussian term toHDG. Although this term does not contra
step proliferation, it will nonetheless disfavor the appeara
of nearby parallel steps, thus setting the stage for the D
phase. More important, the amended Hamiltonian would
ready, apart from obvious modifications in the Chui-Wee
derivation, to be mapped onto a CG model. However
checked by a series of extensive Monte Carlo runs thano
PR transition shows up in this way@10#. As a matter of fact,
the constraintDh50,61 on the difference between neare
neighbor~NN! heights, which is included in the~restricted-
SOS! Hamiltonian of Ref.@2#, proves to be a crucial ingre
dient for the DOF phase and there is apparently no easy
to handle this constraint analytically.

Luckily enough, another route is open to us. In a paper
Ohta and Kawasaki on a renormalization-group theory of
roughening transition@11#, a different SOS Hamiltonian is
being mapped onto a CG model:

HOK5J (
^x,y&

~hx2hy!22kT(
x

lnF11
y

kT
cos~2phx!G ,

~2!

wherek is the Boltzmann constant,y is a positive energy, and
the heights arereal variables defined on the square lattice.
variance with Ref.@1#, the partition function ofHOK is pro-
portional to the partition function of the neutral square-latt
CG model with unit charges only and nonzero chemical
tential. The new term on the right-hand side of Eq.~2! is a
pinning term that keeps track of the crystal structure. T
Hamiltonian ~2!, which reduces to a sine-Gordon Ham
tonian for smally/(kT), should be regarded as a coars
grained version of the ‘‘true’’ microscopic SOS Hamiltonia
@somehow, eachhx in Eq. ~2! is an average of many micro
scopic heights#. In view of this, no surprise ifT explicitly
appears in Eq.~2!. From the viewpoint of renormalization
group theory,HOK and the underlying SOS Hamiltonia
would anyway exhibit the same thermodynamics, at leas
far as the nature of phases and of the transitions betw
them are considered.
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Insofar as one is interested in the CG analog of the D
phase, the advantage of using a Hamiltonian of the s
Gordon type soon becomes evident. In Ref.@7# a very accu-
rate variational theory of both PR and roughening is gen
ated using a modified sine-Gordon SOS Hamiltonian an
Gaussianansatzfor its free energy. Taking advantage of th
information, we are rather spontaneously led to consider
following field theory, which is a modification ofHOK :

HSOS5J (
^x,y&

~hx2hy!2

2
1

b (
x

lnF11by2 cos~2phx!1by4 cos~4phx!

11by21by4
G ,
~3!

where y2 and y4 are suitable functions of the temperatu
andb51/(kT) ~note that, for small values ofby2 andby4,
the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian of Ref.@7# is exactly recov-
ered!.

In order to assure thatHSOS shows PR at a givenT
5TPR ~prior to roughening!, I tentatively set

y2~T!5C~TPR2T! and y4~T!.0, ~4!

with C.0. As discussed in Ref.@7#, positive values ofy2
andy4 will favor integer heights at low temperatures, hen
a smooth surface belowTPR. When y2,0, heights would
rather stay closer to a half-integer number, whence a dif
ent phase will be stable forT.TPR where the first surface
layer is only half-occupied~DOF phase!. A PR transition will
then occur atT5TPR. At high temperatures, entropic con
siderations will eventually prevail and the DOF phase will
overtaken in stability by the rough phase. We recall th
according to the mean-field theory, roughening of the si
Gordon SOS model occurs atTR

(MF)54J/(pk), whereas PR
turns from second- to first-order whenTPR,J/(pk).

Below in this section, I provide conclusive evidence th
HSOS indeed undergoes, besides roughening, also a PR
sition ~either continuous or discontinuous, depending
TPR). Here, we just anticipate our main result~see proof in
the Appendix!: Hamiltonian~3! is exactly dual to a version
of the CG model, see Eqs.~11!–~13! below, with unit and
double charges only, whose study will be the subject
Sec. III.

B. Monte Carlo analysis

In the following, dimensionlessT units are used, setting
the reduced temperature equal tot5kT/J. Moreover, for
later comparison with the mean-field results of Ref.@7#, the
study of HSOS is specialized to a couple of choices for th
parameters, namely,

C

k
50.5,

kTPR

J
50.5, and

y4

J
50.1→model A, ~5!
2-2
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C

k
50.5,

kTPR

J
50.25, and

y4

J
50.1→model B. ~6!

According to the mean-field analysis of a closely rela
model system, model A would correspond to second-or
PR attPR[kTPR/J50.5, whereas model B would undergo
first-order PR transition attPR50.25.

Considering model A first, an important question to ask
about the argument of the logarithm in Eq.~3!: it must be
positive in order forHSOS to be properly defined. Observ
that, for the choseny2 and y4, the quantity 11by21by4
.0 for any t. On the contrary, whent,tmin[(21
28A6)/10.0.1404, there is a range of cos(2ph) values
where 11by2 cos(2ph)1by4 cos(4ph) is negative. How-
ever, since the phase-diagram region that really matters
well apart fromtmin , no serious drawback is attached to t
lacking of HSOS definition belowtmin .

I use standard Metropolis Monte Carlo~MC! to study
HSOS. Square latticesL3L of three sizes are considere
namelyL524,48, and 72, with periodic boundary conditio
~PBC! ~I have also carried out a small number of runs
L596). A MC move consists of updating the height at
randomly chosen lattice site by a random change in the
terval @2dhmax,dhmax#; then, the move is accepted or r
jected according to the Metropolis rule. As usual, the va
of dhmax is being adjusted during the run in such a way as
keep the acceptance ratio of MC moves as close to 50%
possible. After due equilibration of the sample, as many
106 sweeps are generated, each sweep consisting of on
erage attempt per site to change the localh. The relevant
averages are updated every 10 sweeps.

Besides other quantities, I calculate the mean squ
height differencedh25^(hx2h̄)2& @with h̄5(1/N)(xhx and
N5L2#, the order parameter P5^P&, where P
5(1/N)u(x exp(iphx)u, and the order-parameter susceptib
ity xP5N(^P 2&2^P&2). As a note of caution, I observe tha
the above expression forP is different from that usually as
sumed when the heights are integer@5#. Accordingly, non-
zero values of bothP anddh2 will be found not only in the
smooth phase but also in the DOF phase. Right at the
point, however, and so long as PR is critical,P would vanish
in the thermodynamic limit~due to a rough surface land
scape!, implying a dip in the finite-sizeP and a peak forxP
close to the PR temperature. Concurrently,dh2 will blow up
like ln L. A less singular behavior will occur at PR in case
a first-order transition.

To corroborate our conclusions, the statistical uncerta
ties affecting the relevant averages are also evaluated. T
are defined as root mean square deviations of statistica
erages, once many independent estimates of these quan
~block averages! are given. In most cases, grouping M
states in blocks of 53104 sweeps should be enough. How
ever, particular care must be paid for the susceptibil
whose values could be correlated over much longer segm
of MC trajectory~see below!. Finally, errors are more sever
close to second-order transition points, due to unlimi
growth of decorrelation times.

In Fig. 1, MC simulation data are reported for model A.
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the top panel I plot the average square height differencedh2.
The clearcut maximum att.0.5 is the most compelling evi
dence of a PR transition occurring, in the infinite-size lim
presumably right attPR. Here, my data denounce a cle
logarithmic increase ofdh2 with L, hence second-order PR
~see the inset of Fig. 1 top!. Below tPR, dh2 appears to
saturate and the same happens in the interval betweentPR
and the roughening temperaturetR, located somewhere
around 1. At sufficiently high temperatures, my data inde
confirm thatdh2 increases logarithmically withL.

The order parameterP is plotted in Fig. 1~center!. The
expected dip attPR as well as the vanishing attR are both
evident. Near each transition point, the order-parameter
ceptibility xP shows a peak whose height increases with
system size@see Fig. 1~bottom!#. Furthermore, the specific
heat remains finite at anyt ~not shown!, suggesting a nega
tive PR specific-heat exponent.

A picture of how the surface looks in the various phas
can be drawn from the MC-time evolution of the curre
mean surface heighth̄. In Fig. 2, this evolution is shown for
L572, at four distinct temperature values:t50.45 ~smooth
phase!, t50.5 ~PR!, t50.7 ~DOF phase!, and t51.2 ~rough
phase!. We clearly see thath̄ is roughly constant in both fla
phases. In fact, it carries out only small fluctuations arou
an integer or an integer-plus-one-half value according
whether the phase is smooth~t50.45! or DOF ~t50.7!. Oc-
casionally,h̄ performs enormous ‘‘jumps’’ of unit length~gi-
ant fluctuations of the SOS interface as a whole!, which are

FIG. 1. MC simulation results for model A@Eqs. ~3!, ~4!, and
~5!#. Data points relative to four lattice sizes,L524 (n), 48 (h),
72 (s), and 96~* !, are plotted. Top: average square height diffe
ence dh2. In the inset, finite-size scaling behavior ofdh2 at t
5tPR, plotted as a function of lnL ~circles, MC data; dotted line
best linear fit,dh250.008 892 3310.040 631 8 lnL). The error bars
are also shown. Straight line segments between the points are d
as a guide to the eye. Center: the order parameterP. As for dh2, the
statistical errors forP are negligible, smaller than the size of th
symbols. Bottom: the order-parameter susceptibilityxP ~the error
bars are estimated from block averaging!. The reported data clearly
indicate the existence of a PR phase transition close to, if not
actly at, t50.5. It is much more difficult to say where roughenin
occurs, presumably neart51.
2-3
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more frequent the smaller the surface size. Each jump sim
indicates a transition~during the simulation run! between
two different, although perfectly equivalent, realizations
the same phase. This behavior closely resembles the
originally discovered in the FCSOS model@5#. Such jumps
occur very rapidly on the time scale of the simulation. Mo
over, each time a jump occurs, it causes an abrupt varia
of xP which, when the total number of jumps during the r
is very small, makes less reliable the statistical error ofxP as
calculated through block averaging.

A further, independent evidence of the DOF phase com
from a measurement of the free-energy cost for tilting
surface. This is defined ash15Lb( f 12 f 0), wheref 0 is the
free energy per site when full PBC are applied andf 1 is the

FIG. 2. Run-time evolution of the mean surface heighth̄ of a
72372 system~model A!, for a number of~reduced! temperatures:
from top to bottom,t50.45 ~smooth phase!, t50.5 ~PR!, t50.7
~DOF phase!, and t51.2 ~rough phase!. t is the MC time as mea-

sured in sweeps. Rather evident is the rupture, in the behaviorh̄,
that occurs at PR. Moreover, the behavior at PR is similar to tha

the rough phase. The unit jump ofh̄ at t50.7 is a finite-size effect.
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same quantity for the tilted surface. In order to tilt the s
face, the use of proper ‘‘periodic-step boundary condition
is mandatory. Unfortunately, the standard method forh1
which uses the transfer matrix@2,12# cannot be applied in
this case since the heights are real numbers. In spite of
at least the thermal derivative ofh1 can be obtained in a MC
experiment by inserting a unit step at the vertical bounda
of the simulation box and recording the resulting change i
number of averages.

Starting from the relation2bF5 ln Z, a rather lenghty
calculation first yields

in

FIG. 3. MC simulation results for model A@Eqs. ~3!, ~4!, and
~5!#. Data points for square lattices of two sizes,L548 (n) and 72
(s), are plotted. Above: thermal derivative of the tilting free e
ergy as a function oft, at fixedC, tPR, andy4. The lines through the
data points are spline functions~dotted line,L548; continuous line,
L572). Below: the tilting free energy. On account of these resu
we conclude that, in the infinite-size limit,h150 at PR, while
keeping a nonzero value in both flat phases as a result of the rig
of the surface towards tilting. On approaching the rough phaseh1

gradually lowers, eventually vanishing at the roughening tempe
ture.
S ]bF

]bJ D
C,tPR,y4

5K (
^x,y&

~hx2hy!2L 1~11by21by4!21

3K (
x

C

k
tPR@12cos~2phx!#1

y4

J
@12cos~4phx!#1

C

k

y4

J
@cos~4phx!2cos~2phx!#

11by2 cos~2phx!1by4 cos~4phx!
L . ~7!
In deriving this result, they2 dependence onbJ has been
considered too. From the definition ofh1, we then have

]~h1 /L !

]bJ
5

1

L2 S ]bF1

]bJ
2

]bF0

]bJ D , ~8!
where each derivative is being performed at fixedC,tPR, and
y4.

I expect that, by its very definition,h1 is nonzero in any
flat phase, while vanishing likeL21 at a second-order PR
transition and in the whole rough phase@2#. In a finite sys-
2-4
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tem,h1 would be minimum at a temperaturet* close totPR,
hence the thermal derivative ofh1 will be negative fort
,t* and positive fort.t* . Indeed, this is what I observ
~see Fig. 3!.

Assumingh1 to be exactly zero at our maximum simul
tion temperaturet51.4, the quantity plotted in Fig. 3 abov
can be further integrated to give theh1 profile, shown in Fig.
3 below for the two sizesL548 andL572.

In the thermodynamic limit,h1 is positive at low tem-
perature, first vanishing attPR. On heating,h1 recovers a
positive value in the DOF phase, until it vanishes again a
for good when reaching the roughening temperaturetR. As a
result, the surface first delocalizes attPR, but, due to a non-
zeroh1 value betweentPR andtR, it remains flat in the DOF
phase. It is necessary to wait untiltR for the surface to be-
come delocalized again, now permanently. I note that
behavior ofh1(t) just described is the same as suggested
the variational theory of Ref.@7# for the step free energy.

Another interesting subject is that of height-height cor
lations. Their character is studied in detail forL572. In Fig.
4, I plot the correlation function

G~ uxu!5^~hx2h0!2&, ~9!

for a number oft values in the relevant temperature rang
Because of the PBC, theG profile levels off atL/2. This
behavior is interpolated through the best~least-squares! loga-
rithmic fit, as drawn from Refs.@13# and @14#:

G~ uxu!.2
K~T!

2
ln~ uxu221X~T!22!1C~T!. ~10!

FIG. 4. Radial distribution functionG(uxu)5^(hx2h0)2& for the
heights~model A!. The data points are for a 72372 lattice and a
number of temperaturest ~as indicated beside each line!. The dotted
lines are the best-fitting curves according to Eq.~10! ~in the plot
they are almost indistinguishable from the MC profiles!. Observe
the difference between the trend ofG(r ) to saturation, typical of a
flat surface, and the logarithmic increase at large distance, w
applies at PR and in the whole rough phase.
02160
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In fact, in order to extract the correlation lengthj, a more
natural choice would have been to imagine an exponen
damping for the large-distance profile ofG(uxu). However,
the logarithmic fit proves to be more effective than the e
ponential fit in thewhole range ofuxu values. Moreover, in-
formation about the location of phase transitions are equ
accurate from the fit~10!. In fact, althoughX is not the cor-
relation length,X andj behave similarly at any temperatur
being both finite or both infinite. In particular, each transiti
point is characterized by a very largeX value, as demon-
strated in Fig. 5. Hence, whileG(uxu) asymptotically satu-
rates ~to approximately 2dh2) when the surface is macro
scopically flat, it shows a large-distance logarithmic increa
at PR and in the whole rough phase.

Although not completely reliable, due to the finite syste
size and to the intrinsic inaccuracy of formula~10!, the in-
terface roughnessK attains the universal 2/p2 roughening
value att.1.2. Moreover, theK value at PR is smaller than
2/p2, as indeed expected@7#.

In closing, the question is addressed as to whether a
ferent tPR value would lead to a first-order PR~note that the
location of roughening should not be significantly affect
by a modification oftPR). For the choice pertaining to mode
B, t should not fall below 0.1064 . . . for thelogarithm in Eq.
~3! to be defined.

In Fig. 6, some MC results for model B are compar
with those relative to model A. PR is much likely first-ord
now, as being signaled by the leveling off ofP(tPR) at a
nonzero minimum value, by the apparently infinite jump
xP in the thermodynamic limit, and by the convergence
dh2 to a finite value~see Fig. 6 inset, where the value ofdh2

at t50.25 is plotted versus lnL). This is also confirmed by
the run-time evolution ofh̄ at t50.25 ~Fig. 7!, which is

ch

FIG. 5. Thermal evolution of the fitting parametersK andX for
the same 72372 systems as in Fig. 4.K is the roughness strength
which should take at roughening the universal value 2/p2 ~dashed
horizontal line, being crossed fort.1.25) and a smaller value at PR
~here, K.0.08). X is a sort of correlation length which, in th
thermodynamic limit, would diverge at PR and in the whole rou
phase.
2-5
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SANTI PRESTIPINO PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021602 ~2002!
radically different from the one we expect for a rough s
face~that is, for second-order PR!. Here, surface states wit
integer h̄ are sampled within the same simulation run
gether with states whereh̄ is half-integer: this is a typica
MC feature for thermodynamic phase coexistence which
also the reason for the blowing up ofxP right at tPR.

To conclude, my SOS model shows a stable DOF phas
the temperature range betweentPR andtR'1. In close agree-
ment with the mean-field prediction, the PR transiti
changes from second-order to first-order upon reducing

FIG. 6. MC data for the SOS model@Eqs.~3! and~4!#: compari-
son between model B (tPR50.25, left! and A (tPR50.5, right! ~same
sizes and notations as in Fig. 1!. While PR is second-order fo
model A, it is most likely first-order for model B. In the inset,dh2

vs lnL at t5tPR50.25 ~the error bars are also shown!.

FIG. 7. Run-time evolution of the mean surface heighth̄ of a
96396 system~model B!, at three different temperatures: from to
to bottom,t50.23~smooth phase!, t50.25~PR!, andt50.27~DOF
phase!. t is the MC time as measured in sweeps. The half-unit ju

of h̄ at t50.25 is the evidence that the smooth and the DOF pha
do coexist, implying a first-order PR transition.
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value oftPR. In the next section, I move on to study the C
model that is dual toHSOS.

III. THE DUAL COULOMB GAS: PHASE DIAGRAM

A. The model

Now that I ascertained the existence of a stable D
phase in the SOS model, I am in a position of unveiling t
exact counterpart, in the CG language, of the DOF phase
I prove in the Appendix, there is a CG model which is e
actly dual toHSOS, implying three phases and two pha
transitions for both. In particular, the transition points of t
CG model fall at the same values oft where the PR and
roughening of the surface model occur.

The partition function of the CG model is given by

JQ5(
$qx%

d(
x

qx,0 exp@bQm1~N11N21!

1bQm2~N21N22!#expS 2bQ(
x,y

Vx,yqxqyD ,

~11!

where qx50,61,62 is the charge at thex position in the
lattice andNq5(xdqx ,q is the current number ofq charges.
Due to the Kronecker delta in Eq.~11!, only those charge
configurations that satisfy the neutrality condition(xqx50
are to be summed over.

The square-lattice Coulomb potential reads:

Vx,y5
p

N (
pÞ0

exp@ ip~x2y!#21

22cospx2cospy
;2 ln~ ux2yu!2

1

2
ln 82g,

~12!

where p5pxx̂1pyŷ is the dimensionless vector with com
ponents px52pmx /L and py52pmy /L ~for mx ,my
50,1, . . . ,L21). In Eq.~12!, the large-distance behavior o
V is also indicated (g.0.577 is the Eulero-Mascheroni con
stant!. In Fig. 8, V is plotted for a periodically repeated 2
324 lattice as a function of the discretized distance from
reference position. When the minimum-image-distance c
vention is adopted,V reaches its maximum absolute value
half of the box length. Therefore the large-distance logar
mic behavior only applies in the window~if it even exists at
all! 1!r !L/2. I wish to emphasize that, due to the discre
ness of the embedding space, the translationally invar
lattice Coulomb potential is not spherically symmetric~for
instance, the values ofVx,y at x2y5(0,5) andx2y5(3,4)
are slightly different, see Fig. 8, where two separate symb
appear forr 55).

Finally, the temperature and chemical potentials of
charges are well-defined functions of the reduced SOS t
perature, also through the phenomenological parametery2
andy4, given by

p

es
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bQ5
p

bJ
, z1[ exp~bQm1!5

buy2u
2

,

and z2[ exp~bQm2!5
by4

2
. ~13!

Note that the temperatureTQ51/bQ of the charges is in-
versely proportional to the SOS temperaturet ~this is exactly
what the word duality is for!. It should be observed tha
TQ,m1, andm2 are all dimensionless quantities. Unless o
erwise specified, I use fory2 and y4 the same expression
relative to model A. In this case, the quantities in Eq.~13! are
plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of the SOS temperaturet. By
looking at this picture, we immediately realize that, in co
trast tom2, the chemical potentialm1 of unit charges has a
nonmonotonic trend which, as we shall see, is solely resp
sible for the phase transition of the CG model attPR. More-
over, m1 and m2 are largely negative, which implies low
values for the charge densities but for sufficiently highTQ.

The argument2(1/TQ)(x,yVx,yqxqy of the exponential
in Eq. ~11! is negative for opposite charges. WhenTQ is low,
the few charges present are preferentially bound togethe
neutral NN pairs~dipoles!. On the contrary, charges of equ
sign push each other away. Besides isolated double cha
also 2-dipoles~i.e., dipoles formed by double charges! are
strongly suppressed at low temperature since the argume
the exponential is four times more negative than
1-dipoles~for low TQ, also the fugacityz2 of double charges
is smaller than the fugacityz1 of unit charges!.

A thorough study of model~11!–~13! necessarily implies
the use of numerical simulation. However, before going on
illustrate the simulation procedure, I shall take advantage
the negative values attained bym1 and m2 in the relevantt
range for carrying out a perturbative study of the CG mod
My intuition that the charged system under consideration
indeed a very dilute one~with the only exception of lowt

FIG. 8. The Coulomb potentialV for L524, plotted as a func-
tion of the distance from a reference lattice point, up toL/2. The
continuous line is the asymptotic behavior ofVx,y , that is,2 lnux
2yu2(1/2)ln 82g (g.0.577), which, however, would only appl
in the range 1!ux2yu!L/2.
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values! will be consistently tested in a 12312 lattice through
a truncated expansion of the partition function of the char
in powers of z1 and z2. Besides virtuallyexact reference
results, this expansion will give us the possibility to che
the correctness of the MC procedure.

Compared to the more conventional~Chui-Weeks! situa-
tion, a complication in my case arises because the insulat
rough phase is separated from the metallic/smooth phas
a further DOF phase. This is why any method to investig
in depth the statistical mechanics of a diluted system
charges, however small it might be, is welcomed as an
valuable opportunity.

B. Low-fugacity expansion of the partition function

In Ref. @19# a truncated fugacity expansion of the partitio
function of a neutral square-lattice CG of unit charges w
considered in order to explore a region of the phase diag
that MC simulation could not reach. In particular, all possib
configurations of 2, 4, and 6 charges were enumerated
that case, however, the positive value ofm severely restricted
the validity of the expansion to relatively small temperatu
values.

Here, I attempt a similar expansion but for a system
four different species of charges. The grand-canonical pa
tion functionJQ is written as

JQ5 (
N1 ,N21 ,N2 ,N22>0

d(
q

qNq,0z1
N11N21z2

N21N22

3ZN1 ,N21 ,N2 ,N22
, ~14!

FIG. 9. The figure shows the evolution, as a function of the S
temperaturet, of the parameters~13! controlling the statistical me-
chanics of the CG model that is dual to the SOS model A. T
temperatureTQ51/bQ of the charges. Center: reduced chemic
potential of unit (bQm1, continuous line! and double charges
(bQm2, dashed line!. Bottom: fugacity of unit (z1) and double
charges (z2). Note the nonmonotonic trend ofm1 as a function oft
or TQ , and its logarithmic singularity attPR.
2-7
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SANTI PRESTIPINO PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021602 ~2002!
whereZN1 ,N21 ,N2 ,N22
~a function ofbQ only! is thecanoni-

cal partition function of a system containing a fixed numb
Nq of q charges, forq561,62.

For given numbersNq of charges, the exact computatio
of ZN1 ,N21 ,N2 ,N22

requires one to sum a maximum numb

N(N21)(N22)•••(N2Nch11) of Boltzmann weights,
where Nch5N11N211N21N22 is the total number of
charges on the lattice~in many cases, however, the use
symmetry arguments considerably simplifies the calculatio!.
Moreover, the number of 4-tuples of non-negative integ
Nq satisfying N12N2112N222N2250 rapidly grows
with Nch. Therefore it is clear thatJQ can be evaluated only
whenL5AN is small and Eq.~14! is truncated to low order

If only terms up toNch56 are kept in Eq.~14!, the par-
tition function will read

JQ.11z1
2Z11001z2

2Z00111z1
2z2~Z20011Z0210!

1z1
2z2

2Z11111z1
4Z22001z2

4Z0022

1z1
4z2~Z31011Z1310!1z1

2z2
3~Z20121Z0221!

1z1
4z2

2~Z40021Z0420!1z1
6Z3300

1z1
4z2

2Z22111z1
2z2

4Z11221z2
6Z0033, ~15!

where, due to charge-inversion symmetry of the Ham
tonian, Z20015Z0210, and so on. Within the same multipl
loop that givesZN1 ,N21 ,N2 ,N22

as an output, I also evaluat

the canonical average of the system energyHN1 ,N21 ,N2 ,N22
.

With this information at hand, I readily calculate the follow
ing grand-canonical averages:~1! the number densitiesrq
5(1/N)^Nq& ~wherer15r21 andr25r22 owing to the fact
that the chemical potential is the same for opposite charg!;
~2! the energy per siteu5(1/N)^(x,yVx,yqxqy&; and~3! the
number histogram. Only at this moment, the reliability of t
truncation~15! can be judged on the basis of the calcula
probability density forNch. For a 12312 lattice andtPR
50.5 ~corresponding to model A!, the probability of having
more than six charges on the lattice is absolutely neglig
whent.0.45~see Fig. 10!. This is enough for considering a
virtually exactfor t.0.45 any result obtained from approx
mating the partition function of the 12312 system through
Eq. ~15! ~observe that the relevant region of the CG mo
phase diagram lies entirely within thist interval!.

For reasons which will become clear in a moment, I a
also interested in the spatial correlations between
charges. I calculate the standard two-point correlation fu
tions ^cxqcyq8&[rqrq8gqq8(x,y) ~for xÞy), wherecxq is an
occupation number (cxq51 if site x is occupied by aq
charge, 0 otherwise!. For any of the allowed 4-tuples$Nq%
@see Eq.~15!, where all of the 13 cases are listed#, there is a
~possibly zero! contribution to^cxqcyq8&; in turn, any such
contribution, suitably weighted by some powers of t
fugacities, will concur to fixinggqq8 ~a grand-canonical av
erage!. Whenever applicable, use of symmetry consid
ations allows one to speed up the loop calculations, henc
reduce the computational effort. Likewise the potent
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gqq8(x,y) is not generally a function ofux2yu only, although
deviations from radial symmetry are minute.

From the knowledge of the pair distribution function
gqq8 , the charge-charge correlations^qxqy& are easily deter-
mined. Using the identityqx5cx,12cx,2112cx,222cx,22, I
find ^qx

2&52r118r2 and ~for xÞy)

^qxqy&52r1
2@g1,1~x,y!2g1,21~x,y!#

18r1r2@g1,2~x,y!2g1,22~x,y!#

18r2
2@g2,2~x,y!2g2,22~x,y!#. ~16!

In deriving the above equation, explicit consideration
charge-inversion symmetry of the Hamiltonian has be
made, which implies, also thanks tomq5m2q , that
^cxacyb&5^cx,2acy,2b&.

Charge-inversion symmetry does not hold, in general,
a system with fixed numbers of charges. For instan
^cxq&

(N1 ,N21 ,N2 ,N22)5Nq /N ~where the superscript denote
a canonical average!. Nevertheless, since the charge config
rations that enter the sum~14! are overall neutral, a sum rul
such as

(
x,y

^qxqy&
(N1 ,N21 ,N2 ,N22)50 ~17!

holds for all of the 4-tuples$Nq% with (qqNq50. I thus
have 13 exact identities of the kind~17! against which the
calculation of the canonicalgqq8 may be checked. I notice

FIG. 10. Truncated fugacity expansion~15! for JQ ~the lattice is
12312 and tPR50.5): fraction of ~micro!states withNch charges
~from 0 to 6!. The straight lines between the data points are j
drawn for guiding the eye. Left top panel: takenNch52 as a refer-
ence, the plotted lines are relative, from top to bottom, tot
50.42,0.4,0.45,0.48, and 0.5. Right top panel: from bottom to t
t50.52,0.55,0.6, and 0.65. Left bottom panel: from top to botto
t50.7,0.75,0.8,0.85, and 0.9. Right bottom panel: from top to b
tom, t50.95,1,1.05,1.1,1.15, and 1.2. Clearly, the probability of o
serving more than six charges in a 12312 model system is abso
lutely negligible whent.0.45.
2-8
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ANALOG OF SURFACE PREROUGHENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 021602 ~2002!
however, that Eq.~16! is useless for computing the canonic
charge-charge correlation functions. See, for instance,
case of̂ qxqy&

(3101). Sincecx250 for all x, I find

^qxqy&
(3101)5^cx1cy1&

(3101)22^cx1cy,21&
(3101)

24^cx1cy,22&
(3101)14^cx,21cy,22&

(3101)

5^cx1cy1&
(3101)22^cx1cy,21&

(3101)

24^cx1cy,22&
(3101)14^cx1cy2&

(1310), ~18!

which is radically different from Eq.~16!.
Once the charge-charge correlation functions are know

can evaluate the static dielectric constante, which is given,
from linear response theory, by@15#

e215 lim
p→0

H 12
2p

NTQp2 (
x,y

^qxqy&exp@2 ip~x2y!#J
.12

1

2pTQ
H N^q0

2&

1(
zÞ0

^q0qz&
cos~2pzx /L !1cos~2pzy /L !

2 J . ~19!

This quantity allows one to distinguish a metal (e2150)
from an insulator (e21.0). Coming from low temperature
the vanishing ofe21 ~in the thermodynamic limit! will signal
a phase transition from an insulating phase, where mos
the charges are bound in neutral NN pairs~the medium is
polarizable but it is not certainly a conductor! to a metallic
phase~where free charge carriers do give rise, in the pr
ence of a driving field, to an electric current!. Usually, this
transition is driven by the critical unbinding of dipoles, a K
phenomenon in the square-lattice CG model. The fraction
dissociated charges would continuously increase as
moves farther from the transition point into the metal
phase. Within the KT scenario, the inverse dielectric cons
actually behaves like an order parameter for the insulator
metal transition: in an infinite-sized system,e21 would jump
from 4Tc to zero right at the transition temperatureTc ~a
more-or-less sharp crossover will be observed in a finite s
tem!.

An even more direct method for investigating the natu
of the DOF phase for the charges is to monitor, as a func
of temperature, the average population of various relev
charge arrangements: isolated unit and double charges,
of NN sites hosting two opposite charges~1- and 2-dipoles!,
and neutral trimers~made up of two equal unit charges an
one double charge being NN of both!. We callNi1 (Ni2) the
average number of isolated unit~double! charges,Nd1 (Nd2)
the average number of 1-~2-!dipoles, andNt the average
number of neutral trimers. The exact enumeration of th
structures is made in parallel to the term-by-term estimat
the partition function.Nd1 can be also estimated from th
contact value of the pair distribution functiong1,21, that is
G1,21(1)5g1,21(x,y;ux2yu51), through the relation
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^x,y&

~cx1cy,211cx,21cy1!L 54Nr1
2G1,21~1!,

~20!

and similarly forNd2.
Now, I review the results of the analysis based on Eq.~15!

for the 12312 lattice. The CG parameters corresponding
model A are considered first. I show in Fig. 11 the therm
behavior of the number densitiesr1 andr2, of the energyu,
and of the inverse dielectric constante21. Also included for
comparison are the outcomes of a MC simulation (43107

sweeps long!. Looking at Fig. 11, what appears first is th
strong dilution of the system, which is far more pronounc
for double charges than for unit charges. Coming from h
t, both densities first grow as a result of the increase ofTQ
~see Fig. 9!, until, in the PR region, the rapid drop ofz1
causes the vanishing ofr1 at tPR and the appearance of
local minimum in the profile ofr2. Past the PR point, the
simultaneous increase ofTQ, m1, and m2 leads to a rapid
filling of the lattice with charges of all types, whence
metallic behavior. Similar tor1 is the behavior ofu, which is
throughout positive, denoting the tendency of every cha
to keep unlike charges closer than like ones.

Some hints about the nature of the DOF phase for
charges come from the analysis of the behavior of the die
tric constant. Whent is high, e21 is close to 1, indicating
insulating behavior. Upon reducingt, e21 gradually lowers
until it reaches a minimum att50.7. Following a recovery a
PR,e21 eventually drops when increasingTQ beyond the PR
value. It is too early to say whether these findings wou
imply metallic behavior for both SOS flat phases~it is nec-

FIG. 11. Thermodynamic properties of the CG model~11!–~13!,
as it follows from the truncated fugacity expansion~15! of the par-
tition function ~the lattice is 12312 here, withtPR50.5). Exact
calculations (s) are compared with MC data~* !. Top panels: num-
ber densities. Left bottom panel: average energy per site. R
bottom panel: inverse dielectric constant. The density is rather
for both species, particularly for double charges. The nonmonoto
trend ofe21 as a function oft is the symptom of a complex phas
behavior with three phases: an insulating phase at hight and two
likely metallic phases at lowt, separated by an insulating state
the PR point.
2-9
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SANTI PRESTIPINO PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021602 ~2002!
essary to wait until a finite-size-scaling study ofe21). Even
in this case, however, a curious possibility is that the
point will actually represent an island of insulating behav
within a sea of metallic behavior~this is consistent with the
fact that the surface is rough at PR!. Since at PR unit charge
are absent, this could be the outcome of a marked tende
of 2 and22 charges to occur in neutral pairs attPR.

In order to shed some light on the nature of the interm
diate phase of the CG model, I present a simplified argum
that makes the expectation of two phase transitions ra
natural for this system. Suppose that two charges only, 1
21, are hosted in the lattice~this is a good approximation
only at very lowTQ). In this case, the contributions to th
partition function coming from isolated unit charges a
1-dipoles, respectively, readWi5Nz1

2( uxu.1 exp(bQV0x) and
Wd54Nz1

2 exp(bQV01). The ratioR(TQ)5Wi /Wd is a mo-
notonously increasing function ofTQ which, irrespective of
z1, equals 1 att'1.0 ~I took L524; however, this result is
only weakly dependent on the system size!. The same ratio
in the event of two opposite double charges only would s
ply be R(TQ/4), crossing 1 at one-fourth of thet where
R(TQ)51, namely att'0.25. Although these numbers a
purely indicative, I surmise that, upon decreasing the va
of t, dissociation of 1-dipoles will come before and separ
from the unbinding of 2-dipoles. Should these two events
driving mechanisms of phase transitions,~1! both the inter-
mediate and the high-TQ phase of the CG model will be
metallic ~simply because unit charges occur freely in bo
and thus are able to sustain the electric conduction!; ~2! the
‘‘DOF’’ metal would be a worse conductor than th
‘‘smooth’’ metal ~just because in the DOF phase doub
charges are frozen in and cannot give rise to a current!.

By the way, only a determination of the average num
of isolated charges and dipoles that are present in the sy
can say a definite word about the nature of the three ph
of the CG model. My results are reported in Fig. 12 as
function of the SOS temperaturet. While for both species the
amount of isolated charges behaves similarly to the ove
density, the number of dipoles shows some differences
tween unit and double charges. This can be better app
ated by plotting, separately for the two species, the frac
of isolated charges and that of ‘‘associated’’ charges. Sinc
neutral trimer can either be viewed as a bound pair
1-dipoles or as a variant of a 2-dipole, I evaluate the to
number of bound charges asNb152Nd112Nt for unit
charges andNb252Nd21Nt for double charges. I then de
fine ~for a51,2)

xia5
Nia

2Nra
and xda5

Nba

2Nra
. ~21!

Besides these fractions, it is useful to consider also the f
tion xra512xia2xda of the residual charges.

Looking at the left top panel of Fig. 13, we observe th
xr1 is practically zero fort.0.5, meaning that, whent is not
too small, isolated and bound charges almost exhaust
total of unit charges. Among the structures that are not mo
tored, I only mention the NN pairs composed of one dou
charge and one unit charge of opposite sign~these are similar
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to isolated unit charges!. In fact, xr1 is a bit negative at high
t, due to an overcounting error in the estimate ofNb1 ~if two
1-dipoles have one charge in common, the unit charges
three in total, not four!. Coming from hight, xi1 and xd1
show a specular trend. While the latter goes down linea
the former increases until they cross each other att.1. The
crossing point would correspond to an insulator-to-me
transition, an event usually referred to as the ‘‘unbinding
1-dipoles.’’

Moving to double charges, I first note thatxr2 is far from
being zero~with the only exception of very hight values!,
indicating that an important category of structures contain
double charges was neglected. Evidently, these structure
the above-mentioned (62,71) pairs, as also evidenced b
the vanishing ofxr2 at tPR. While these structures are irre
evant as for the balance of unit charges, they will contrib
a non-negligible fraction to double charges. Anyway, the
pairs ought to be included within the class of isolated u
charges~of which they represent a minority!, hence they do
not enter neitherNi2 nor Nb2.

The overall behavior ofxi2 andxd2 is consistent with my
expectation that the phase transition attPR is promoted by the
unbinding of 2-dipoles. Fort.0.6, xd2 is larger thanxi2, but
the difference reduces ast goes down. When PR is ap
proached from the DOF phase, the fraction of 2-dipoles
tains further enhancement from the lowering ofz1, which in
turn causes a reduction in the number of the compe
~62,71! bound states. Exactly at PR, the latter are miss

FIG. 12. Statistics of isolated charges, dipoles, and trimers in
CG model~11!–~13!, for L512 and tPR50.5. Exact calculations
(s) from the truncated expansion~15! of the partition function are
compared with MC results~* ! for the same lattice. Left top pane
average numbersNi1 and Ni2 of the isolated unit~above! and
double charges~below!. Right top panel: average numberNd1 of
1-dipoles. Left bottom panel: average numberNd2 of 2-dipoles.
Right bottom panel: average numberNt of trimers. I checked that
the numbers of 1- and 2-dipoles, as being computed by summ
over the 13 4-tuples$Nq%, are virtually identical to the values draw
from Eq. ~20! ~and those analogous for 2-dipoles!, which uses the
contact value of the pair distribution functions.
2-10
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ANALOG OF SURFACE PREROUGHENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 021602 ~2002!
and the 2-dipole is a far more preferred configuration
double charges than the isolated state. This explains the
sulating character of the CG model right attPR.

In the bottom panel of Fig. 13, the charge preference
the isolated state~as opposed to the bound state! is quantified
through the plotting ofNi1 /Nb1 and ofNi2 /Nb2. Clearly, the
number of free unit charges exceeds that of bound cha
for t,tR and their ratio increases down to PR. Converse
isolated double charges become as numerous as b
double charges only close tot50.6, where the DOF charac
ter is stronger. However, after reaching a maximum at
50.6, xi2 /xd2 goes down again to about zero at PR.

Whent,0.45, the results based on Eq.~15! are no longer
reliable. However, it is clear from the trend ofr1 andr2 that
cluster structures of any kind are being excited now, th
making isolated charges and dipole-like arrangements
and less relevant, as for the overall balance of the char
than other more complex structures.

Given the above results for the 12312 system, I conclude
that both SOS flat phases are likely metallic in the langu
of electric charges, owing to the existence of free u
charges in both. In the ‘‘DOF’’ metal, however, doub
charges exhibit a certain tendency to pairing which is abs
in the ‘‘smooth’’ metal. I notice that, more than 10 years ag
a similar conjecture about the CG counterpart of the D
phase was advanced by Den Nijs@3# who, however, did not
provide a numerical demonstration of the kind conside
here.

FIG. 13. Statistics of isolated and bound charges in the
model, as being drawn from the data of Fig. 12. Left top pan
fractions of unit charges~dotted line ands, xi1; continuous line
and h, xd1; dashed line,xr1). Right top panel: same fractions a
before but for double charges. Bottom panel: abundancy of isol
charges relative to that of bound charges~continuous line, unit
charges; dotted line, double charges!. From this picture it appears
that dissociation of 1-dipoles occurs att.1, while most of the
double charges remain bound in the DOF phase, up to PR. H
the DOF phase shows metallic properties, with 2-dipoles and tr
ers floating in a sea of isolated unit charges.
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C. Simulation results

The 12312 lattice of charges is too small of a system
allow for neat phase-transition signatures. On the other ha
when considering much larger systems, a low-fugacity
pansion of the partition function is no longer a viable so
tion and a different strategy is in order. In these cases,
simulation is the only available method. However, the ve
same feature that makes it possible to perform the pertu
tive analysis~that is, a strong dilution of the charges! is also
the weak point of MC sampling: very long runs must
carried out in order to collect sufficient statistics.

There are at least two ways to implement the MC meth
in the present CG model. One solution is similar to th
described in Ref.@15#. A single MC step is articulated a
follows: first, I randomly choose a pair of NN or NNN lattic
sites. Then, the charge at one site is increased by one or
whereas the charge at the other site is decreased by the
amount. Should by this means one obtain a charge diffe
from 0,61, or 62, the move will be rejected~like it would
be if an enormously positive chemical potential were asso
ated with this charge!. Otherwise, the energy change is ca
culated and the move is accepted or rejected according to
usual Metropolis rule.

An alternative to the above algorithm is the followin
first, a pair of NN or NNN sites is chosen at random and th
charge contents are kept; then, depending on the value
these charges, a MC move out of the following list is a
tempted~note that the total charge is conserved anyway!: ~1!
a charge is moved to an empty site;~2! one double charge is
broken into two unit charges;~3! two equal unit charges
merge into one single double charge;~4! two opposite
charges are created;~5! two opposite charges are destroye
and ~6! the positions of one double charge and of one u
charge of opposite sign are interchanged. Next, the t
move is accepted or rejected depending on the Metrop
weight. I point out that the above listed elementary mov
are characterized by differenta priori probabilities, which
then obliges one to modify the usual form of the Metropo
acceptance probability.

We have checked by intensive MC runs for a 12312 sys-
tem that the two algorithms above give indeed practically
same results, which are also fully consistent with the ex
calculations~see Figs. 11–13!. Moreover, the performance o
both algorithms is similar, whereas the acceptance of M
moves is about twice as large for the second of the two.

For the simulation, three system sizes are consideredL
548,72, and 96. The same parameters as in Eq.~5! ~model
A! are used first. After equilibration, as many as 23106

sweeps are generated, each sweep consisting of one MC
per site~in the high-t region, a longer MC trajectory of 4
3106 sweeps is generated forL548 and 96 in order to
achieve better statistics for the double charges!. Averages are
updated every 10 sweeps. Among the quantities that can
to understand the way how charges are distributed on
lattice, the following are especially monitored: the numb
densitiesrq , the average energy per siteu, the radial distri-
bution functionsGqq8(r ), and the inverse dielectric consta
e21. During the run, I also compute the statistics of isolat
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charges, of 1- and 2-dipoles, and of neutral trimers.
In Fig. 14, the inverse dielectric constant is plotted for

sizes. It is rather evident where the trend goes when incr
ing the system size:e21 eventually vanishes in both SOS fl
phases but not at PR. Therefore, as already anticipated
CG system is metallic both in the smooth and in the D
phase~it remains to be seen what distinguishes between
‘‘DOF’’ and the ‘‘smooth’’ metal!. Surprisingly, however, the
same system is insulating at the~isolated! PR point between
the two. When the PR transition is first-order~model B!, the
nonzero maximum ofe21 at tPR50.25 appears to be only
finite-size effect~Fig. 14, inset!. This suggests that the sys
tem is metallic also attPR.

Going back to model A, the metal-insulator transition
tR can be located through the criterione21(Tc)54Tc . This
gives tR.1.3, which is consistent with the overall behavi
of e21 for model A, not as much with the MC data of Fig.
~unless I admit thatL572 is still too small a size!.

In Fig. 15 I compare theL512 andL596 systems as fa
as the average numbers of isolated charges, of dipoles, a
neutral trimers are concerned. To make this comparison m
significant, the numbers forL596 are divided by 64, which
is the ratio between the two respectiveN values. What im-
mediately stands out is the similarity of behavior between
two sizes, the main difference lying in the statistics of is
lated charges, which are comparatively more numerou
the bigger of the two lattices.

The overall behavior ofxia andxda for L596 is the same
as for L512 ~see the top panels of Fig. 16; observe th
beyondt51.15, no double charge appeared during the ru!.
In the same figure, I compare the relative abundancy of

FIG. 14. Inverse dielectric constante21 in the CG model~11!–
~13!: a comparison is made betweentPR50.5 ~main picture! and
tPR50.25~inset!. Data are shown for a number ofL values: 12~full
circles, exact calculation—same data as in Fig. 11!, 48 (n), 72
(h), and 96 (s). The scaling behavior ofe21 clearly indicates that
the system is always metallic when the dual SOS surface is
However, whentPR50.5, it is insulating at PR, as well as in th
whole rough phase. Conversely, whentPR50.25, the dielectric char-
acter is probably metallic also at PR.
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lated and bound charges forL512,48, and 96. Amazingly
no really new feature shows up in the behavior of the larg
sizes that is not already present in theL512 system. Not-
withstanding fort.0.7 the accuracy of my MC estimate o
the extremely small density of double charges is very poo
is clear that the infinite-size behavior of the CG model
already well accounted for by the tiny 12312 lattice.

Upon decreasingt beyond the roughening value, the a
erage number of isolated double charges smoothly gro
with respect to the number of associated charges, unt
maximum relative abundancy of about 1 is attained fot
50.6. As I move towards the PR point, however, the ins
lating character reappears due to a drop in the number o
(62,71) pairs. Eventually, all kinds of excitations becom
permitted in the smooth, fully metallic phase, not just is
lated charges, which explains the trend observed fort,0.5.
Hence I confirm that, due to a large fraction of free u
charges, the DOF phase has a metallic counterpart in te
of charges, likewise the smooth phase. However, in
‘‘DOF’’ metal a large portion of double charges are boun
which is not the case for the ‘‘smooth’’ metal.

As far as model B is concerned, I report in Fig. 17 t
statistics of isolated and bound charges in theL548 andL
596 lattices ~same analysis as illustrated in Fig. 16 f
model A!. The main difference from model A lies in th
behavior of double charges near PR. The fraction of bou
charges never grows beyond 50%, even at PR. As a re
the charged mixture is metallic also at PR. The first-ord
character of the PR transition is revealed by the scarce

t.

FIG. 15. Statistics of isolated charges, dipoles, and trimers in
CG model ~11!–~13!, for tPR50.5. The exact calculations forL
512 (n) are compared with MC simulation results forL596 (s)
~to allow for a better comparison, the data forL596 have been
divided by 64!. Left top panel: average numbers of isolated u
~above! and double charges~below!. Right top panel: average num
ber of (1,21) NN pairs. Left bottom panel: average number
(2,22) NN pairs. Right bottom panel: average number of (62,
71,71) trimers ~where the two unit charges are both NN of th
double charge!.
2-12
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dependence of the charge abundancies, as shown in the
tom panel of Fig. 17.

D. Entropy of the charges

It is by now natural to analyze the phase transitions
dertaken by our fluid of interacting charges in terms of
so-called residual multiparticle entropy~RMPE!. Since the
publication of@16#, a lot of calculations have shown@17# the
intrinsic validity for many model systems of a criterio
hereafter referred to as the entropic criterion, aimed at in
ring the amount of configurational order that is present i
fluid system from the importance of many-body spatial c
relations in the overall entropic balance. After the latti
implementation of the formula for the RMPE@18#, the en-
tropic criterion has proved to be useful also for lattice s
tems@19#.

I recall that the RMPE is the difference between the to
system entropy and its lowest-order contributions in
grand-canonical many-particle correlation expansion@18#,
namely the ideal-gas and the two-body terms which, fo
mixture of lattice particles, respectively, read as

S(0)

k
5 ln~112z112z2!22r1ln z122r2ln z2 ~22!

and

FIG. 16. Statistics of isolated and bound charges in the
model that is dual to the SOS model A, forL596. Left top panel:
fractions of unit charges~dotted line ands, xi1; continuous line and
h, xd1; dashed line,xr1). Right top panel: same fractions as befo
but for double charges. Bottom panels: three system sizes,L512
~dotted line andn), 48 (h), and 96 (s), are compared as for th
abundancy of isolated vs bound charges~left, unit charges; right,
double charges!. The conclusions drawn for the smallest size a
substantially confirmed in the larger systems: while dissociation
1-dipoles occurs nearbyt51, 2-dipoles do not unbind until the PR
point is reached.
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S(2)

k
52 (

q,q8
rqrq8(

x,y
@gqq8~x,y!ln gqq8~x,y!

2gqq8~x,y!11#. ~23!

Note thatS(0) is the entropy of an ideal-gas mixture of fou
species with activitiesz1 ,z1 ,z2, andz2 and no constraint on
the particle numbers relative to each other. Moreover,
values ofz1 andz2 are such as to reproduce in the ideal-g
mixture the same densities as for the interacting system@18#,
a prescription leading to

z15
r1

122r122r2
and z25

r2

122r122r2
, ~24!

where 2r1 and 2r2 are the overall densities of unit an
double charges, respectively. The expression~24! for S(2) is a
sum, over all pairs of charge species and all ordered pair
lattice sites, of the same two-body term appearing in
entropy expansion for the continuum.

While the calculation ofS(2) only requires the knowledge
of the pair distribution functions, the total entropyS of the
charges cannot be directly obtained in a MC experime
However, it can be evaluated anyway by the method of th
modynamic integration, which givesS in terms of the energy
and the number densities of the charges along a path inTQ.

In order to derive a formula for the entropy as a functi
of the SOS temperature, I start from the grand-canon
Massieu functionS̃, given by

G

f

FIG. 17. Statistics of isolated and bound charges in the
model, fortPR50.25~model B! andL596. Left top panel: fractions
of unit charges~dotted line ands, xi1; continuous line andh, xd1;
dashed line,xr1). Right top panel: same fractions as before but
double charges. Bottom panels: two lattice sizes,L548 (h) and
L596 (s), are compared as for the relative abundancy of isola
and bound charges~left, unit charges; right, double charges!. Unlike
the previous case~model A!, a non-negligible abundancy of isolate
double charges at PR causes the mixture to be metallic also at
2-13
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S̃

k
5

S

k
2bQU1bQm1N11bQm2N2 . ~25!

Since my MC data were collected for a path inTQ at fixed
C,tPR, and y4, I need to calculate the total derivative ofS̃
with respect tobQ51/TQ, wherem1 andm2 are viewed as
functions ofbQ. Using the chain rule of derivation and sta
dard thermodynamic relations, I readily obtain

d~S̃/k!

dbQ
52U1N1S m11bQ

dm1

dbQ
D

1N2S m21bQ

dm2

dbQ
D . ~26!

Considering that

m1~bQ!5
1

bQ
lnS pC

2k UtPR

bQ
2

1

pU D ~27!

and

m2~bQ!5
1

bQ
lnS py4

2bQJD , ~28!

the derivatives ofm1 andm2 will read as

dm1

dbQ
52

m1

bQ
2

tPR

bQ
2 tPR2bQ

3 /p
~29!

and

dm2

dbQ
52

11bQm2

bQ
2

. ~30!

Upon inserting Eqs.~29! and ~30! into Eq. ~26!, I thus get

d~S̃/k!

dbQ
52U2

ptPRTQ
2

ptPRTQ21
N12TQN2 . ~31!

The subsequent use of Eq.~25! finally yields the following
expression for the entropy:

S~TQ!

k
5

1

TQ
~U2m1N12m2N2!

1E
0

TQFU~T!1
ptPRT

2

ptPRT21
N11TN2GdT

T2
.

~32!

The calculated entropies are shown in Fig. 18 for the
parameters corresponding to model A. Two distinct sizes
compared here,L512 and L596. In the L512 case, all
plotted quantities are the outcome of an analytic calculat
which is made possible by the exact knowledge of the pa
tion function and of the pair distribution functions. Anywa
I have verified that the independentS estimate through Eq
~32! gives exactly the same result~apart from an undeter
02160
re

n,
i-

mined constant, see below!. In the other case,L596, the
entropy and its lowest-order terms in the multiple-correlat
expansion are numerically computed via Eq.~32!. This not-
withstanding, my MC sampling is so accurate that the min
difference giving the RMPE is an extremely smooth functi
of the SOS temperature~see Fig. 18!, even close to the high
est temperature (t51.15) where I am able to quantify th
number of double charges during the simulation and, the
fore, to computeS(0). I point out that the total entropy of the
96396 system would in principle convey an undetermin
overall constant, say its value att51.4, which I have arbi-
trarily set equal toS(1.4) of the 12312 lattice. In turn, this
indeterminacy is transferred to the RMPE which, for t
largest lattice, is only fixed up to an unknown~but likely
very small! additive constant.

The behavior of all the entropies is nonmonotonic int,
following somehow the thermal evolution of the densitie
Coming from lowTQ, the multiplicity of the system mac
rostate first grows. On approaching PR, the dip ofz1 be-
comes evident, leading to an abrupt fall in the number
microstates, hence in the entropy. Upon going across the
point, the entropy grows again, but now much more rapi
than before. The absolute value ofS(2) shows a similar be-
havior.

Now, I attempt an interpretation of the RMPE profil
Usually, the RMPE of a simple fluid that undergoes a uniq
ordering phase transition~induced by varying either the tem
perature at fixed density or the density at fixed temperatu!
is found to be negative in the disordered phase~low density/

FIG. 18. Residual multiparticle entropy~RMPE! of the CG
model ~11!–~13!, for tPR50.5 ~model A!. Two sizes are compared
L512 (n, exact calculation! and L596 (s, MC simulation!. In
the above picture, I show three quantities for each size: total
tropy per site~the continuous lines above thex axis!, ideal-gas
entropy per site~the dotted lines!, and two-body entropy per site
~the continuous lines below thex axis!. Below: RMPE forL512
(n) and 96 (s). The RMPE shows the expected behavior: it tak
negative values in both~fluid! metallic phases, apparently vanishin
at PR. It eventually moves towards zero when approaching
roughening point. Looking at the picture below, I can hardly s
whether the RMPE of an infinite-sized system would be inde
positive in the insulating/rough regime.
2-14
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high temperature!, while becoming eventually positive o
approaching the ordered phase. In fact, the RMPE is ge
ally found to vanish very close to the transition point~with a
tolerance of a few percent!, in such a way that the location o
the RMPE zero is a rather good estimate, sometimes a
good one, of the transition point.

Considering the results of Fig. 18, I conclude that, ev
for a charged fluid mixture on a lattice, the behavior of t
RMPE as a function oft is highly informative of the genera
structure of the phase diagram. In fact, the RMPE distinc
vanishes attPR and smoothly approaches zero from belo
near tR; moreover, it is throughout negative belowtR, in
agreement with the fact that, in both metallic phases,
charges are completely~for t,tPR! or at least partially dis-
ordered~for t.tPR). In particular, in the DOF regime wher
the double charges show a preference towards dipole
pairing, a minor degree of disorder~as compared with the
full-metal regime! goes along with a less negative RMP
value. As a matter of fact, I cannot say whether the appa
failure of the entropic criterion in accounting for the K
metal-insulator transition~the RMPE remains negative be
yond tR) is a real drawback of the criterion or is in fact ju
a finite-size effect, also complicated by the unknown co
stant value I was alluding to before and by my inability
count double charges beyondt.1.15.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the thermodynamics of a SOS surface mo
undergoing, besides the usual roughening, a PR phase
sition is exactly mapped onto the grand-canonical ensem
of a 2D lattice CG model of unit and double charges. Up
adjusting the SOS model parameters, it is possible to m
PR ~as well as the analogous transition in the CG mod!
first-order. Both models have been studied mainly throu
MC simulation, supplemented in the CG case by exact fin
size calculations.

The duality between the two models has actually ser
as the expedient to investigate the possibility of a more co
plex phase behavior than usual in a gas of lattice char
generally exhibiting a unique phase transition from an in
lator at low temperature to a metal at high temperature
particular, I have been able to describe a new kind of ph
transition between two different metallic phases which
the counterpart of the smooth and the DOF surface pha
Precisely, while the cold, fragile ‘‘DOF’’ metal is one wher
the unit charges are free and a large fraction of the dou
charges are bound, all kinds of excitations~not just isolated
charges! become permitted in the hot, strong ‘‘smooth
metal. Hence the PR transition becomes translated, in the
language, into the unbinding of dipoles being formed
double charges. PR itself, when second-order, is an isol
point in an otherwise metallic regime where the charg
mixture displays insulating character, such as we find onl
low temperature.
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APPENDIX: MAPPING OF THE SOS MODEL
ONTO A LATTICE COULOMB GAS

In this Appendix I provide the proof that the SOS mod
at Eq. ~3! and the CG model defined by Eqs.~11!–~13! are
dual to each other. By that I mean that the two partiti
functions are the same, up to an unimportant multiplicat
constant, even though with inverted temperature scales.

First, I denote byhWh[(x,y hxWx,yhy the purely Gauss-
ian part in Eq.~3! as multiplied byb[1/(kT). The kernel
Wx,y precisely reads as

Wx,y5bJ@~41k2!dx,y2d ux2yu,1#. ~A1!

In the above formula, a regularization parameterk2 has been
introduced in order to make all eigenvalues ofW strictly
positive ~this factor will be later sent to zero so as to eve
tually recover the original model!.

Given Eq.~A1!, the SOS partition function is given by

ZsG5 lim
k2→0

E Dh exp~2hWh!

3)
x

F11by2 cos~2phx!1by4 cos~4phx!

11by21by4
G .
~A2!

Each factor in the above product can be rearranged as
lows:

11by2 cos~2phx!1by4 cos~4phx!

11by21by4

5 (
qx50,61,62

zqx
exp~2p iqxhx!, ~A3!

where

zqx
5~11by21by4!21S y2

uy2u D
qx

exp~bQm̃qx
qx

2!, ~A4!

being

bQ5
p

bJ
, exp~bQm̃61!5

buy2u
2

,

exp~4bQm̃62!5
by4

2
. ~A5!

In Eq. ~A3!, the sum indexesqx are later interpreted as inte
ger electric charges. Using the above representation,
product at Eq.~A2! can be reshuffled to read finally as

~11by21by4!2N(
$qx%

S y2

uy2u D
(x qx

expS bQ(
x

m̃qx
qx

2D
3expS 2p i(

x
qxhxD . ~A6!
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After an obvious Gaussian integration, thek2→0 limit is
taken, with the result that the only nonzero contributions
the SOS partition function come from the$qx% configurations
satisfying the condition(xqx50. The final outcome is

ZsG}(
$qx%

8expS bQ(
x

m̃qx
qx

2DexpS 2bQ(
x,y

Vx,yqxqyD[JQ,

~A7!

where

Vx,y5
p

N (
pÞ0

exp@ ip~x2y!#21

22cospx2cospy
~A8!
B
.

02160
o
is just the square-lattice Coulomb potential (p is a Born-Von
Karman vector!. The ‘‘prime’’ over the sum in Eq.~A7! is
there to recall that only the neutral charge configurations
included into the sum.

The right-hand side of Eq.~A7! is the grand-canonica
partition function of an overall neutral system of 2D lattic
charges~obviously,qx50 means that no charge is present
the x site!. Hence this system shows the same number
phases and phase transitions as in the original SOS mo
Note that the chemical potential ism15m̃1 for 61 ~unit!
charges andm254m̃2 for 62 ~double! charges. There are n
charges of magnitude greater than two.

I finally point out that, notwithstanding that the origina
model is badly defined at low temperatures~see Sec. II A!,
the model defined by Eqs.~A7! and ~A8! has a proper defi-
nition whatever the value ofbQ.
em.
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